
Saving Athlone House 



 
 
018      Athlone House in its Heyday 
This rendering, made in the latter part of the 19th century shows the West 
 front of the house, then called Caenwood Towers, with its conservatory, 
 (now demolished), on the left. The asymmetry of the design is almost 
 characteristic of this style of architecture, intended to give a sense of 
 integration of the building into Nature, and into the landscape of trees and 
 lawns designed to receive it. The whole effect is of wealth and repose. 
 



 
037      View of the Exterior of the Stairhouse 
The brickwork and stonework details of the stairhouse, including the 
carved stone tracery of the windows and the window arches of the tower 
above remain, and are capable of restoration. 

 



046      Part Roofscape 
 This view from one of the tower windows shows the wealth of detail in the 
 roofscape design. All these elements are capable of restoration. 
 



 
048           Roof Tiling 
 The tiled roofs are given visual richness by alternating dark 9-course bands 
 of scalloped tiles with 4-course bands of plain tile. The effect is almost 
 characteristically Victorian.  

 



   087           The East Face, and Main Arrival Porte-Cochere (Porch) 
    The stone porch, with its watch-room above, at present is 
     almost invisible behind its sheet of plywood. The paired engaged columns 
     framing the entrance arch carry through to a matching simpler pair above,  
     embracing mullioned windows. These columns relate to the columns 
     rising from the ground to frame the four-storey tower, which sits above the 
     entrance lobby, within the main face of the façade. The façade as a whole 
     builds up the main point of entry to the house, which is nicely balanced by 
     a stone oriel window at the north end of the composition. 

 



 
 
090           The House as Seen from the South Today 
 This remains rich in detail, with stone-mullioned bays, a carved stone 
 panel above the main first floor window, a small semicircular oriel, a 
 subsidiary tower carrying a sundial, this tower crowned with a lead roof, 
 on which a weathervane is carried on a pinnacle. At the extreme left of the 
 picture, the rotunda. 
 



 
092       The Rotunda 
 Designed to allow the landscape to be viewed in comfort, this is located  
 the South West corner of the house. 

  
 



   
093       The Sundial Tower 

This carries a small oriel beneath the sundial, and has a weathervane  

 mounted on its roof. 



095       The West Terrace and Loggia 
 The external escape stair is courtesy of the NHS. 
 



100            The North Face of Athlone House 
 The facade shows the marks of where both the original domestic offices 
  and kitchen courtyard have been removed, and the later NHS extension 
   buildings for which they made way, also have left their mark. 
 



102            The North Façade of Athlone House 
 This is the view of the house on approach from the North East. The large 
 brick flue stack and the structure to the right of it are not part of the 
 original house. 
 



 
 
125            Athlone House as it looks in 2009 
 The Barbarians are within the Gates. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
024           View towards The Kenwood Gazebo 
This view towards the East from one of the bedrooms shows the spacious 
 lawns in the foreground disappearing into the screen of trees. The design 
 cleverly implies that the estate extends to include the part of Hampstead 
 Heath seen beyond, including the delicate gazebo in the distance, seen 
 against a second belt of trees on the skyline. The gazebo is relatively 
 recent, but is in keeping with the romantic landscape tradition. 
 Kenwood House itself is hidden from this view by the form of the land. 

 



 
 
 
109            The View of Athlone House from the Heath 
This is the familiar view of the house seen when looking East from the 
 ridge in the grounds of Kenwood House.  
 The glimpses of the house seen through the trees were part of a carefully 
 considered composition, intended to be visible but not to reveal. 
s. 

 



003            Interior view of one of the first floor rooms 
Water damage has occurred, resulting in the removal of some sections of plaster from the walls. 
The essential fine decorative detailed cornices and much of the original joinery remain. 

 



 
004            The Main Window to the Grand Stair 
This window remains a fine example of Victorian Gothic fantasy. It is certainly capable of 
restoration. 
  

 



066            The Grand Stair 
 Seen from the Inner Hallway. 
 



005            The Head of the Grand Stair 
 The stairhouse, with its panelled barrel vaulted ceiling is generously 
  and naturally lit on three sides. 

  



 
 
006           View From The Stair First Floor Landing 
Relatively recent water penetration has caused damage to the wallpaper,  which may be a Morris 
design. 
  

 



 
 
 
 
007      The Stairhouse Ceiling 
This fine Victorian simulacrum of mediaeval vaulting, complete with  
 carved crossbeam arches is beginning to suffer from water penetration at 
 the eaves, as may be seen at lower right. This should be remedied. 

  
 



 
 
009     Decorative Plasterwork 
 This view of part of the hallway shows that, despite the addition of NHS 
 light fittings, the original fine plasterwork of the ceiling cornice remains. 
 The archway mouldings are harmoniously designed with the other 
  decorative details.  

 



026    Bedroom Interior 
 Stripped and ready for restoration. 

 



028    View from a Bedroom Window 
Part of the adjacent garden front, seen obliquely, but with its balconies, ironwork and Doulting 
stone features clearly visible.  
 



 
 
 
 
 
029    View of the Rotunda Roof  
 Seen from above through a bedroom window, the beautifully detailed 
 moulded copper fish-scale tiled roof over the rotunda is topped by a copper 
 pineapple, all patinated to their permanent colour. Its walls faced externally 
 with stone, and with curved glass in the windows, and probably a later 
 addition to the original house, this little building is designed to give a 
 comfortable indoor view of the landscape, and the arboretum, with its  
 bat-house. 

 



 
 
 
030         View of Part of the Adjacent Garden Front 
This ground floor view from one of the public rooms shows the wealth of 
craftsmanship applied to the exterior detailing of the house. The 
weathervane appears to be a salamander, which may be a punning reference 
to the name of the architect, Salomon, but that is guesswork. 
It is all capable of renovation. 

 



035         Plasterwork 
 The original decorative plasterwork remains in many rooms. 

 



043    The Spiral Stair to the Tower Roof 
This is still in place, and can continue to serve. 

 



 
 
049    The Top landing of the Grand Staircase 
The elaborately designed carved balustrading, wainscot panelling and  
the timber stair itself give the impression of the richness of ancient oak, 
although, due to the now almost lost woodstainer’s art, all may not be what 
it seems. The rich effect remains. 

 



050         The Grand Stair; Upper Quarter Landing 
 The sheer quality of the detailing, including the treatment of the window 
 jambs remains impressive.  

 



 
051          The Grand Stair Window 
 In all its Gothic majesty. The glass is semi-obscured because it faced what 
 was the kitchen courtyard, long since cleared away to make way 
 for the NHS extensions, also now demolished. 

 



052         A Newel on the Grand Stair 
This convincingly strong design of balustrade shows its quality through the 
 dirt. The non-slip inserts in the stair treads are a courtesy of the NHS. 

 



053         The Stairhead and Borrowed Light Screen 
These are capable of refurbishment. 

 



055    The Stairhouse Timber Ceiling 
Another view of the arched and panelled roof interior above the Grand Stair, 
 with its carved decorative central roof-boss. 

 



  

 

056         The Stairhouse Clerestorey  

These windows give the well-lit quality to the stair. The corbels from which 

 the roof beams spring are integrated into the internal design scheme of 

 mouldings and plasterwork. 



068         Joinery in the Hall and Reception Rooms 
 This fine doorcase, and the linenfold carved door within it have had the NHS 
 white paint treatment, like so much of the original joinery that remains.  
 This joinery remains capable of being restored to its original appearance. 



 
070          Interior View With Grandeur  
 These fine fluted columns and the surrounding interior were not originally 
 painted in quite these colours, but they could be refurbished without undue 
 difficulty. 

 



 
 
 
074     Ceiling in the Saloon 
Originally dark oak in colour, possibly with delicate gold embellishments, 
 this timber ceiling could be restored to something like its original state. 

  
 



078         Joinery in the Bedrooms 
 Much, but not all of this has been lost. 

 



085       The Outer Hallway, or Ante-Hall 
Most of this remains, despite the white paint. The original encaustic tile floor 
 is visible in the foreground. 

 


